DNA methylation and regulation of DNA methyltransferases in a freeze tolerant vertebrate.
The wood frog is one of the few freeze-tolerance vertebrates. This is accomplished in part by the accumulation of cryoprotectant-glucose, metabolic rate depression and stress response activation. These may be achieved by mechanisms such as DNA methylation, which is typically associated with transcriptional repression. Hyperglycemia is also associated with modifications to epigenetic profiles, indicating an additional role the high-glucose levels plays in freeze tolerance. We seek to determine if DNA methylation is affected during freezing exposure and if this is due to the wood frog's hyperglycemia response. We examined global DNA methylation and DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) in the liver and muscle of frozen and glucose-loaded wood frogs. The results showed that 5mC levels increased in the muscle, suggesting elevated DNA methylation during freezing. DNMT activities also decreased in muscle during thawing, glucose loading, and in vitro glucose experiments. Liver DNMT activities were similar to muscle; however, a varied response to DNMT levels and a decrease in 5mC highlight the metabolic role the liver plays during freezing. Glucose was also shown to decrease wood frog DNMT activity levels in vitro, elucidating a potentially novel regulatory mechanism. Together these results suggest an interplay between freeze tolerance and hyperglycemic regulation of DNA methylation.